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Meet the team

Lee Grifﬁn

Risk & Compliance Director

Lee is one of the founding members
of GoCompare and has been with
the company since its inception. He
has vast experience of business
development, partner relationships
and product innovation.

Ellen is the Director of Risk &
Compliance responsible for
overseeing the Compliance function
who ensure that GoCompare
comply with regulatory
requirements.

Lee has spent over 25 years in the
insurance industry, and during the
last 14 years he has played a pivotal
role in the rise of price comparison
websites.

Ellen has been with GoCompare for
10 years and has 20 years’ experience
working both in and alongside
General Insurance ﬁrms.

Before helping to start GoCompare,
he worked for Admiral in various
business critical roles, culminating in
being part of the team that
launched Confused.com.
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Ellen Sugden

CEO Savings

Working previously for UKGI
Compliance Consultancy, Ellen
provided support and training for
ﬁrms in meeting their regulatory
responsibilities and before that, for a
Commercial Lines Insurance Broker.

Sally Foote

VP Ecommerce - GoCompare

Sally is the VP of Ecommerce for
GoCompare, with responsibility for
our product team and digital
marketing.
Prior to GoCompare Sally worked at
Photobox where she held a number
of roles across digital and physical
product, with her last role as Chief
Innovation Ofﬁcer.
Before that, she founded a
consultancy that helped
businesses build successful digital
subscriptions off the back of the
success of the Times and Sunday
Times paywall, where she was Head
of Product.

Executive summary
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●

PCWs have been disruptors in this space over
the last 15 years, championing consumers
rights and enabling them to secure the
services that provide best price, and value

●

Regulation is a constant part of the
GoCompare business - it’s entrenched in the
brand’s culture and a natural part of how it
operates - whilst the regulators see PCWs as an
integral part of the distribution network

●

GoCompare’s success has been enabled by a
desire to ensure the customer remains at the
heart of everything it does

●

This has resulted in offering customers better
‘value’ rather than focusing solely on price

●

Future is well positioned with our added value
incentives on GoCompare (e.g. free £250 excess
offer) and our innovative proposition with
AutoSave that saves customers time and
money

●

Future’s Media brands present a unique
opportunity to work with GoCo to engage
with customers at all parts of the funnel and
attract an audience earlier in their intent
journey

Agenda
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●

Overview of PCWs &
market dynamics

●

Proposed changes by FCA

●

Why Future is well
positioned

Who are GoCo Group

●

Strong Price Comparison brand with
leading awareness

●

Measured growth and positive momentum

●

Focus on added value to drive higher
customer retention

●

Highly cash generative

Key Areas

Car Insurance
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●

Signiﬁcant growth opportunity

●

Higher margin potential in steady state

●

Recurring revenue characteristics

●

Network effect for the Group, driving
customer lifetime value

Key Area

Home Insurance

Van Insurance

Energy

Price Comparison Websites act as an efﬁcient channel for consumers and insurers

Price Comparison Funnel
Consumers
Advice & Support
Our brand mission is to help people
better protect what’s important,
through focussing on added value
and providing independent,
impartial advice
Drive Awareness
We have a leading brand and in Gio
Compario one of the most
recognisable advertising
personalities in the UK leading to
incredibly high spontaneous
awareness of >95%
Efﬁcient Quote Generation
We enable customers to quickly
obtain an insurance quote suited to
their needs (e.g. price vs. cover)
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Insurers & Partners

Consumers click-out
to partners’ sites and
transact
GoCompare receives a
ﬁxed fee for
conﬁrmed sales

Efﬁcient Acquisition for Insurers
In GoCompare insurers have a
highly targeted acquisition channel
with a speciﬁc, measurable ROI
Personalised Quotes
Direct APIs linking into insurer price
engines deliver personalised
accurate quotes
Data & Fraud Insight
We provide enhanced detailed Data
and Fraud services

We have a number of stakeholders across our industry

Talking to Consumers

Price Comparison

Insurers & Partners

Relationships with over 100 insurers and partners
Advertising Standards Authority is
the UK's independent advertising
regulator
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Promote competition for the
beneﬁt of consumers
Information
Commissioner's
Ofﬁce (ICO) regulate
data protection in
the UK

Whilst Ofgem and Ofcom regulate the suppliers, the FCA as a
conduct regulator has inﬂuence across the broader landscape

Over the last 15 yrs the market has seen frequent regulatory changes, as the regulators seek to improve customer
experience
During this time customers have increased switching activity, with a greater proportion using PCWs as customers
ﬁnd this an efﬁcient channel to get the deal that's right for them

~1.5m non PCW
switches

Non-PCW switches declining at a (8)% CAGR (‘13-’20) 1,2

PCW switches growing at 5% CAGR (‘13-’20)1,
PCW switches in FY20 accounted for ~30% of total car insurance market

Detailed market
information N/A

In 2020
~9.5m
PCW switches

Continued growth and increasing share of switching market amongst PCWs
2008

2007

FSA³ review
of Price
Comparison
Websites

Having
launched in
2006,
GoCompare
becomes
directly
authorised
by the FSA³
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1.
2.
3.

2012

Gender pricing
changes in general
insurance

2013

2014

FCA thematic
review of Price
Comparison
Websites in the
General
Insurance
Sector

2015

2017

2016

General
insurance
add-ons

2018

General
Data
Protection
Regulations
(GDPR)
CMA Digital
comes into
Comparisons Tools
effect
Market Study

Management estimates
Non PCW switches includes other online sales and ofﬂine sales, including new sales direct with insurers
In 2013 the FSA became the FCA

Transparency
in Insurance
Renewals

2019

Insurance
Distribution
Directive
comes into
effect

2020

In 2020 ~29m
insured cars in
UK. Around ⅔
of car
insurance
policies are not
switched each
year

Financial Conduct Authority Overview

Who are the FCA?
The Financial Conduct Authority regulates the ﬁnancial services industry in the UK, which includes GoCompare &
insurance providers.
Protect ﬁnancial markets
Promote competition
Protect consumers

Firms must...

●
●
●
●
●
●
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Conduct business with integrity, skill, care and diligence
Effective governance
Appropriate systems and controls for the management of the business
Open & honest relationship with the regulator
Proportionate & appropriate interpretation and application of rules
Customer interests, customer led decisions, treating customers fairly

“Markets that
work well for
consumers and for
ﬁrms beneﬁt
everyone and
beneﬁt the UK
economy…”
Martin Wheatley, ex-Chief
Executive of the FCA

What does operating within the regulatory framework look like?

Customer First
●
●

●

●

Customers are at the heart of
the business
Products and services are
designed to meet the needs of
identiﬁed consumer groups
and are targeted accordingly
Consumers are provided with
clear information and are kept
appropriately informed at all
times
Customers should receive fair
value from their ﬁnancial
products

Culture
●
●
●
●
●
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Embedded healthy cultures
and behaviours
Leadership
Approach to rewarding and
managing people
Integrity
Due skill and care

Accountability
●
●

●

The most Senior Managers are
approved by the FCA
The next level of senior
managers are held to a high
level of scrutiny under the
Certiﬁcation regime
Clear accountability and
responsibility
- appropriate channels of
escalation

Business systems
& processes

Governance
●
●
●

Compliance & Monitoring
●

●
●
●

Fit for purpose and ﬂexible
Appropriate policies
Efﬁcient

Board and relevant board
committees
Strategic focus in decision
making
Framework to identify, monitor
and mitigate key
risks of harm

●
●

Experienced compliance
function
Proportionate and risk based
approach
Monitoring & review

Being customer focused helps GoCo to win in our competitive market

Culture

Conduct

Customer

We are a Customer
Champion; a disruptor
and a moderniser

Comparison is not
just about price

We are customer
centric by design

●

●
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Lee Grifﬁn CEO has over 25
years of insurance experiences
and was a founder of PCWs
Experienced experts
throughout the organisation:
specialists in their respective
ﬁelds be that insurance or
disciplines like product or
engineering

●

Customer centric values

●

Collaborative approach

●

Be curious, speak up,
challenge

●

Value led proposition

●

Policy cover that meets
customers’ needs

●

Evolving in line with consumer
expectations

●

Constant desire for
improvement and evolution iterative test and learn

●

Compliance by design involved and consulted from
the start of every core project

●

Our mission is to help customers better
protect themselves: we go beyond saving
people money, it’s about the right product
at the right price

●

First to introduce product and customer
ratings, as well as more policy information
so there can be an informed choice made

●

Committed in house customer research
team working constantly with both new
and existing customers to understand
customer issues and evaluate solutions

●

On site measurement tools to understand
customer experience and and ﬁnd
problems with our user journey

●

Development teams taking customer
feedback and making user journey
changes to continuously ensure we are
providing the best experience possible

Whilst the FCA and other industry bodies regularly call out PCWs as a force for good in the industry

“

“Switching, and the ease of switching when better alternatives are available, is
important to the function of competitive markets”
FCA

“Digital comparison tools are mostly a force for good: they make it
easier for people to shop around, and improve competition – which is a
spur to lower prices, higher quality, innovation and efﬁciency. People’s
experience of them is largely positive”
CMA

“PCWs have gained popularity among consumers and becoming the online tool of
choice for those who want to secure a good value deal easily. They can help
shoppers to feel more empowered by allowing them to compare prices and
services from different providers in a matter of clicks.”
ukrn

“

“

“PCWs allow new insurers to enter the mass market very
quickly and with a limited budget”
ABI

“

“PCWs can stimulate stronger competition between ﬁrms, by
helping to remove barriers to growth and encourage new entrants.
And that is ultimately good for consumers too”
ukrn
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“

“Price Comparison Websites have changed the way consumers shop for
insurance and the way ﬁrms design, price and distribute their products.
They can save people time and provide them with more choice”
FCA

“

“

“PCWs provide easy access to a range of insurance quotes for customers
in one place. They have delivered a positive change in the insurance
market by increasing choice and transparency of products, and
encouraged customers to shop around for their insurance policy”
ABI

“

“With a proliferation of deals on the market and the complexity of products and
services, price comparison websites (PCWs) can be very useful to consumers in
helping them compare a large number of offers quickly and easily, or facilitate
switching”
Citizens Advice

Around 30% of the car insurance market switch through a PCW today,
this represents a signiﬁcant growth opportunity for GoCompare and
Future

~29m¹
Cars insured in UK
~ 75% customers
use a PCW to
research at
renewal
(~20-23m cars)
~ 11m switches a year
~38% of market
(the rest stay with existing provider)

~9.5m
(>30%)
Switch
with a
PCW
Car Insurance is a legal requirement in UK
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1.
Privately registered cars
Indicative based on management estimates

~40% to 50% of
customers use a
PCW to research
when renewing their
car insurance BUT
then don't use a
PCW to switch

But not all insurance markets are the same...

~29m
Homes
in UK
~22m
Homes insured
in UK
~45% to 50%
use a PCW to
research at renewal
(~10-11m)
~4m
(18%)
switches
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Indicative based on management estimates

~30% of customers
use a PCW to
research when
renewing their car
insurance BUT then
don't use a PCW to
switch

~2.5m to 3m
(<15%)
Switch with
a PCW

●

As fewer people switch
home insurance every
year, the savings
opportunity can often be
much larger (as a
proportion of the policy)

●

This was reﬂected in the
FCA modelling whereby
the proposed remedies
expected a greater
reduction in pricing for
Home Insurance policies
compared to Car
Insurance

●

There is therefore the
chance of greater volatility
post implementation of
the FCA remedies,
and hence potentially
more opportunities
for customers researching
via a PCW to switch

Not all insurers price the same - they have different risk requirements, with multiple dynamic variables.
We believe the changes proposed may led to increased disparity in how insurers price the risk of the same
customer, leading to the opportunity for customers to save more

Insurer A’s risk
priorities

e.g. price of car

Overlapping risk
footprints can create
highly competitive
pricing

Insurer B

Insurer C

e.g. age
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●

The UK insurance industry is highly competitive with
over 135 brands on our panel

●

Insurers all operate with somewhat different strategies
and risk appetites, and hence take very different
approaches to pricing

●

Different risk priorities for different insurers which
means variable and competitive pricing

●

This leads to highly competitive acquisition pricing

●

Insurers may also offer highly competitive headline
pricing and leverage other avenues to drive improved
monetisation - e.g. through selling added value
features

●

Majority of switching with PCWs is across customers
changing provider as they experience the
differentiated approach to pricing risk that insurers
have

●

As the FCA regulation takes effect this will likely
mean insurers will reconsider their pricing models,
which we expect could lead to increased pricing
differentiation for the same customer by different
insurers, creating greater opportunities to save
money

Insurer D

The latest FCA proposals are a continued evolution for the insurance industry regulatory framework

October:
FCA launches a market study
into pricing in response to
CMA complaint and ongoing
work on “Understanding
ﬁrms’ pricing practices in
retail general insurance.”

September:
The FCA published its ﬁnal report on General Insurance
Pricing Practices1. The FCA set out a number of ﬁndings
with proposed remedies around key areas: Pricing
(Price Walking), Product Governance (Fair value),
Ease of switching (Auto-Renewal) and Reporting
These new remedies will result, according to the FCA, in
savings of ~£4.2 billion for customers in the next 10 years.

2020

2018

September:
Citizens Advice lodged a super-complaint
with the Competition and Markets
Authority that included allegations of
harm being caused to consumers on the
motor and household insurance markets.
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1 Final Report and accompanying Consultation Paper

2021

June:
Final Policy
Statement
(anticipated) from
FCA

Q4:
Deadline for
implementing
changes for
insurers and
brokers

FCA Proposed Findings and Remedies

1.

Pricing and fair value
Findings

Remedies

~£1.2 billion overpaid by customers

Insurers must offer a renewal price no higher than the
equivalent new business price for that customer through
the same sales channel

6 million customers paid higher renewal prices for
renewals
96% of motor insurer proﬁts come from non-core services

2.

Findings

Remedies

6 million customers paid higher renewal prices for
renewals

Measures to increase transparency, competition, and
reduce barriers to switching, notably restrictions on
auto-renewals.

29% of premiums spent by Home insurers on new
customer acquisition
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Accompanied by greater product governance, particularly
in price setting of additional products.

Improving competition and reporting

£565 million overpaid by customer on motor insurance
auto-renewals

Channel:
The distribution
method through which
a customer purchases a
policy. eg, a speciﬁc
price comparison
website would be
considered to be an
individual channel.

This is accompanied by new reporting requirements “to
help ongoing supervision of the home and motor
insurance markets”

Auto-renewal:
Process whereby insurers
automatically renew an
insurance policy at
renewal, regardless of
premium without any
need for action by the
customer.

The FCA summarised their expectations on market changes, however, as with any regulatory change
the exact impact on the market will likely be more nuanced

FCA Expected Impact
Consumers

Insurers

●

Lower and consistent prices for customers

●

●

Time saving from (i) auto-renewal remedy
making switching easier (ii) fewer customers
needing to switch

The proposed changes should beneﬁt consumers who have
never, or do not regularly, switch

●

The removal of auto-renewal should make switching easier and
more frictionless, saving customers time from calling their
current insurer to cancel their auto-renewal

●

Improved competition (more effective &
innovative), leading to lower costs to serve and
ultimately lower average prices for customers

●

Lower revenue from lower prices

●

●

Lower switching costs (marketing and
operational) due to expected reduction in
switching

The impact on insurers is not straightforward and will vary on
the current insurer’s strategy and their structural
characteristics today

●

For example, some insurers claim they do not operate
‘price-walking’ strategies and others have said they are
considering launching new brands to operate across different
channels

●

Data-led insurers who can rapidly adapt pricing or potentially
niche and specialist insurers may be more immune to these
changes

●

Conversely insurers who rely on customers auto-renewing or
who increase prices disproportionately and then compete on
price when customers call to cancel may be adversely
impacted by the changes

●
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Our View

Increased compliance costs to implement FCA
proposals

Strong reasons to believe PCWs will continue to thrive

FCA Expected Impact on PCWs
The FCA has noted there is the potential for a spike in switching post implementation as price rises for new customers
prompts increased switching >> note this was seen in Energy switching when the price cap was introduced

The consumer behaviours and market economics that drive switching do not change
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‘Learned
behaviour’ in
car switching

●

Opens market
to previous
‘shoppers’

●

Competitive
insurer market

●

The insurance market is very competitive, and pricing models will evolve to reﬂect changes to proﬁtability.
We anticipate there will likely continue to be insurers looking to gain share from competitors, and hence
price keenly

Removing
Auto-Renewals

●

Auto-renewals act as a considerable barrier to switching. Removing the need to cancel removes a whole,
sometimes time consuming, step from the switching process. The auto-renewal remedy may make
switching more attractive at a lower level of savings.

●

●

PCWs are a ubiquitous part of the insurance renewal cycle and their utility as a customer “channel” is
unlikely to disappear
PCWs usefulness to consumers has been evidenced historically when other regulation has been imposed
>70% of the market shop around but only ~30% switch. Customers use PCWs to research, then negotiate with
their current insurer
FCA changes mean insurers may have less margin available to price match at renewal, so more likely to
transact on PCWs

Whilst GoCompare already look at ‘value’
rather than just comparing the cheapest price
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●

GoCompare has always recognised the importance of offering
customers better value rather than being focused solely on
price

●

Since the brand’s creation it has looked to differentiate its
offering by enabling customers to also compare on features
and ratings, ensuring they are getting the right cover for their
needs

●

In 2019 GoCompare launched a £250 free excess protection
offer to give even more value back to customers and help give
them better protection. The brand has seen strong loyalty
attributable to this product; consumers care about more than
price

●

It has also extended this approach, with a compelling life
insurance offer at the end of 2020 supporting good mental
health and wellbeing through Covid

●

In April 2021, the brand launched a discounted MOT that both
supports customers and local independent garages

Conversion increases following the launch of the brand’s free £250
excess proposition shows the importance of value to our customers
Launch of £250 excess
cover proposition

c. +3ppt
Increased
improvements
from a greater
number of
returning
customers who
want to maintain
their cover

Conversion Improvements
ppt Delta vs. Baseline
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c. +1ppt

c. +1ppt

H2 2019

H1 2020

H2 2020

Baseline = average conversion, 2018 to 2019 H1

Conclusions and summary
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●

PCWs have been disruptors in this space over the last 15
years, championing consumers rights and enabling
them to secure the services that provide best price, and
value

●

Regulation is a constant part of the GoCompare
business - it’s entrenched in the brand’s culture and a
natural part of how it operates - whilst the regulators
see PCWs as an integral part of the distribution network

●

GoCompare’s success has been enabled by a desire to
ensure the customer remains at the heart of everything
it does

●

This has resulted in offering customers better ‘value’
rather than focusing solely on price

●

Future is well positioned with our added value
incentives on GoCompare (e.g. free £250 excess offer)
and our innovative proposition with AutoSave that saves
customers time and money

●

Future’s media brands present a unique opportunity to
engage with customers at all parts of the funnel and
attract an audience earlier in their intent journey

●

We anticipate increased switching and the combination
of Future media brands, providing advice and help, SEO
centres of excellence and GoCompare customer focus,
put us in a prime position to be beneﬁciaries

Q&A
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Appendix
24

Glossary
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FCA

FCA is the UK conduct regulator for ﬁnancial ﬁrms that provide services to consumers

CMA

The Competition and Markets Authority work to promote competition for the beneﬁt of consumers, both within and outside the UK.

ICO

The Information Commissioner's Ofﬁce (ICO) regulates data protection in the UK.

OFGEM

Ofgem is the regulator for gas and electricity in the UK.

ASA

The Advertising Standards Authority is the UK's independent advertising regulator. The ASA makes sure ads across UK media stick to the
advertising rules.

Ofcom

Ofcom is the UK regulator for the communications services ie broadband, home phone and mobile services, as well as a watching brief on TV and
radio.

ABI

The Association of British Insurers

UKRN

The UK Regulators Network is a member organisation which brings together regulators from the UK’s utility, ﬁnancial, transport and housing
sectors, for the beneﬁt of consumers and the economy

BIBA

The British Insurance Brokers' Association is a UK general insurance organisation representing the interests of insurance brokers, intermediaries and
their customers.

Channel

The distribution method through which a customer purchases a policy. For example, a speciﬁc price comparison website would be considered to be
an individual channel.

Auto-renewal

Process whereby insurers automatically renew an insurance policy at renewal, regardless of premium without any need for action by the customer.

Financial Conduct Authority Review

Who are the FCA?
The Financial Conduct Authority is the conduct regulator for nearly
60,000 ﬁnancial services ﬁrms and ﬁnancial markets in the UK
and the prudential supervisor for 49,000 ﬁrms.

●

Forward looking supervision to pre-empt poor conduct

●

Focus on strategy and business models to identify conﬂicts of
interest

Taking over responsibility for conduct and relevant prudential
regulation in April 2013, the FCA’s strategic objectives are:

●

Protect consumers – secure an appropriate degree of protection
for consumers

●

Protect ﬁnancial markets – protect and enhance the integrity
of the UK ﬁnancial system

●

Promote competition – promote effective competition in the
interests of consumers

●

An independent public body funded entirely by the regulated
ﬁrms by charging of fees. Accountable to the Treasury, which is
responsible for the UK’s ﬁnancial system, and to Parliament.
The FCA’s regulatory framework is enshrined in UK statue in the
form of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA) and
detailed rules and guidance are contained in the FCA Handbook.
With an extensive remit, the FCA use a proportionate approach to
regulation, prioritising the areas and ﬁrms that pose a higher risk
to their objectives.
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FCA’s approach to supervision

Focus on culture and governance to address the behaviours
that case harm
Focus on individual and ﬁrm accountability through the
Senior Managers and Competency Regime (SMCR)
Proportionate and risk based targeting ﬁrms where risks from
misconduct are greatest
Two-way communication with ﬁrms, consumers, market
participants and their representatives

●

Coordinate efforts sharing information with overseas and other
regulators

●

Put right and prevent systematic harm by working with ﬁrms

“Markets that work well for consumers
and for ﬁrms beneﬁt everyone and beneﬁt
the UK economy…”
Martin Wheatley, ex-Chief Executive of the FCA

The FCA Principles for business
●
●

FCA is Principles based rather than explicit rules
This enables a true customer-focused approach - “is this the right thing by the customer?”

1

Integrity

2

Skill, care & diligence

A ﬁrm must conduct its business with
integrity.

A ﬁrm must conduct its business with
due skill, care and diligence.

3

Management & control

A ﬁrm must take reasonable care to
organise and control its affairs
responsibly, with adequate risk
management systems.

4

Financial prudence

A ﬁrm must take reasonable care to
organise and control its affairs
responsibly, with adequate risk
management systems.
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5

Market conduct

A ﬁrm must observe proper standards of
market conduct.

6

Customers’ interests

A ﬁrm must pay due regard to the
interests of its customers and treat them
fairly.

with
7 Communications
clients
A ﬁrm must pay due regard to the
information needs of its clients, and
communicate information to them in a
way which is clear, fair, and not
misleading.

8

Conﬂicts of interest

A ﬁrm must manage conﬂicts of interests
fairly, both between itself and its
customers and between a customer and
another client.

9

Customers: relationships of trust

A ﬁrm must take reasonable care to ensure
the suitability of its advice and discretionary
decisions for any customer who is entitled to
rely upon its judgment.

10 Clients' assets

A ﬁrm must arrange adequate protection
for clients' assets when it is responsible
for them.

11 Relations with regulators
A ﬁrm must deal with its regulators in an
open and cooperative way, and must disclose
to the FCA appropriately anything relating to
the ﬁrm of which that regulator would
reasonably expect notice.

“The Principles are the foundations of good conduct and should
be an integral part of the operational process of planning or
decision-making at all levels…”
Mark Steward, Director of Enforcement and Market Oversight FCA

Regulatory landscape in Australia

There are four main regulators in Australia that are relevant to our business:

1

Australian Securities &
Investments Commission
ASIC is responsible for
corporate regulations and
ﬁnancial services licensing

2

3

Australian Competition &
Consumer Commission
ACCC’s remit covers competition
regulation and consumer laws
including advertising standards

Australian Prudential
Regulation Authority
APRA oversees the
banking and insurance
industry

4

Ofﬁce of the Australian
Information Commissioner
OAIC sets and monitors
consumer privacy protections

Upcoming or past regulatory changes
Product Design and Distribution Obligations
This new ASIC regulation (in force from October 2021) is intended to make sure
that products are not marketed to consumers for whom they are not useful or
appropriate. Product issuers must write a Target Market Determination for each
product and take steps to make it unlikely that people outside the Target
Market are not marketed to and do not regularly seek the product. This is
unlikely to have a material impact on our business as the products marketed
are general mass market products.

1. A sub-limit is an additional limit on the amount of cover insured that is applied to certain types of losses
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Insurance ‘sub-limits’¹
Action is being taken by
ASIC to prosecute an
insurer for not sufﬁciently
disclosing that ‘sub-limits’
apply to some insurance
covers

Ofgem are the industry regulator for energy

OFGEM

Forward Programme to protect consumers

What
Ofgem is the Ofﬁce of Gas and Electricity Markets. They are a
non-ministerial government department and an Independent
National Regulatory Authority, recognised by EU Directives. They
have the role of protecting consumers and work to deliver greener,
fairer energy systems.

Enduring priorities
To regulate the sector and protect the interests of consumers whilst
also delivering current and new government schemes to support
vulnerable consumers and advance decarbonisation.

Approach
OFGEM work with Government, industry and consumer groups
with the aim of ensuring fair treatment for all consumers,
especially the vulnerable. Enabling competition and innovation,
they aim to drive down prices whilst encouraging the development
of new products and services at the lowest cost to consumers.
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Strategic Focus
Enable investment in low carbon infrastructure; ﬂexibility in how we
generate, use and store energy; a retail market that works for all
consumers and the planet and is ﬁt for the future.
Continuity
Continue to run government schemes that support decarbonisation
and some of the most vulnerable in society. Protect energy
consumers from unfair pricing. Ensure safeguards are in place for
vulnerable consumers. Drive the high standards and service
expected from an essential service.

Ofgem’s recent regulatory changes have had limited impact on Comparison

Recent Regulatory Change
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Impact on the Group

Tougher entry tests for energy suppliers
New applicants to the market need to demonstrate sufﬁcient
funding, provide a customer service plan and pass a "ﬁt and
proper" test.

●
●

Energy Price Cap
Designed to offer a safety net against poor pricing practices and to
prevent consumers from overpaying, the energy price cap value
was most recently changed with effect from 1st April 21. Big
increases in wholesale energy pushed the cap price up by £96 to
£1,138 for a customer using an OFGEM deﬁned
Average Consumption amount.

●

●

●

Highly competitive market with 50+ energy suppliers
Supplier of Last Resort in place by the regulator if energy
suppliers go out of business
Robust framework internally to protect customers
Price Cap acts as a ‘safety net’ but switching remains the
best way to get the most competitive price
When introduced the Price Cap generated considerable
switching activity as it highlighted the discrepancy in prices

